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Abstract-This paper deals with the optimal stopping problem for multiarmed bandit processes. 
Under the assumption of independence of arms we show that optimal strategies and stopping times 
are expressed by the dynamic allocation indices for each arm. This paper reduces this problem to 
several independent one-parameter optimal stopping problems. On the basis of these results, we 
characterize optimal strategies and stopping times. Moreover, this paper also extends those to the 
case allowing time constraints. In the csse where arm’s state evolve according to Markov chains with 
finite state, linear programming calculation of optimal strategies and stopping times is discussed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The multiaxmed bandit problem has been studied by many authors. Dynamic allocation indices 
(DAI), which is introduced by Gittins and Jones [l], are a great effective method for numerical 
calculation of this problem (see [2]). Whittle [3] rewrote the proof of [l] elegantly by methods of 
dynamic programming. Recently, Varaiya, et al. [4] relaxed Markov property of reward processes. 
Mandelbaum [5] studied the relation between this problem and multiparameter processes. 
While in order to solve the optimal stopping problem for multiarmed Markov bandit pro- 
cesses, [6] has defined the dynamic allocation index on the basis of a strategy and a stopping 
time and has showed that if the DA1 on the basis of a strategy and a stopping time is the least 
in all the DA1 on the basis of strategies and stopping times, then the strategy and the stopping 
time are optimal for this problem. Glazebrook [6] has reduced this problem to a one-parameter 
forward induction method including strategies and stopping times. This approach has merit, in 
that we can solve the problem forwardly with respect to time parameter, comparing the method 
to solve directly Bellman’s optimality equation derived from Markov decision theory (see [2]). 
This paper deals with the optimal stopping problem for d-armed bandit processes (with time 
constraints) under the assumption of independence of arms. One of the examples of this problem 
is a computer maker’s problem: a computer maker has electron beam exposures, which are great 
expensive machines, in order to make several kinds of the large scale integration circuit (LSI) 
pattern of computer memories. By inputting data of a LSI pattern to an electron beam exposure, 
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the machine produces only one kind of computer memory chip at a time. Each kind of computer 
memory is used for different purpose; therefore, we may regard that the market of each kind of 
computer memory is independent. If some kind of computer memory is out of date, we must 
stop making this kind of computer memory. Furthermore, the machine will be economically 
unprofitable some day because the costs of the computer memories made by the machine will get 
lower in a market with the times. Then we shall have to stop using the machine. Here, we consider 
the problem of maximizing the profits concerning the machine by continuing to select sequentially 
one of the different kinds of computer memories to be made by the machine. Eventually, we shall 
have to stop using the machine because it will either become economically unprofitable or each 
kind of computer memory made by the machine will become out of date. 
This example is formulated as an optimal stopping problem to maximize the running costs 
of d-armed bandit processes under the assumption of independence of arms. Here, we regard 
that d-armed bandit processes consists of d mutually independent reward processes with each 
arm, following [5]. Then the arms (i.e., the reward processes) are corresponding to the kinds 
of computer memories in the above example. Moreover, the csse where some kind of computer 
memory is out of date will be formulated as the extended case with time constraints in Section 4. 
Concerning the optimal stopping problem for d-armed bandit processes under the assumption of 
independence of arms, this paper shows that optimal strategies and stopping times are expressed 
by the DA1 for each arm, which exclude strategies and stopping times. The reason why we 
analyze optimal strategies and optimal stopping times by use of the DA1 for each arm is that 
we can reduce the original problem to d independent one-parameter optimization problems. [4,5] 
have taken this approach in order to solve multiarmed bandit problems. Because this numerical 
approach to compute individually the solutions of d independent one-parameter optimization 
problems is much better than the above one-parameter forward induction methods including 
strategies and stopping times (see [4,7]). 
The construction and the results at each section are as follows. In Section 2, we describe 
formulations of the optimal stopping problem for d-armed bandit processes, referring [5]. In 
Section 3, we investigate optimal strategies and stopping times by use of the DA1 for each arm, 
and we prove the following results (a)-(d). 
(a) By the different approach from [6], Theorem 1 of this paper shows that the DA1 for each 
arm, which exclude strategies and stopping times, give an optimal strategy and an optimal 
stopping time. Therefore, we see that in order to solve the original problem it is sufficient 
to calculate the DA1 for each arm. 
(b) Theorem 2 shows that the optimal stopping time given by Theorem 1 is expressed explic- 
itly as the sum of d smallest optimal stopping times for one-parameter optimal stopping 
problems. Therefore, in Markov case in order to calculate the optimal stopping region it 
is also sufficient to solve individually d one-parameter optimal stopping problems by use 
of Markov Potential Theory (see also Section 5.2). 
(c) We give a necessary and sufficient condition for the finiteness of the optimal stopping 
times given by Theorem 1. This condition results in the finiteness of the smallest optimal 
stopping times of d independent one-parameter stopping problems (see Theorem 2(iii) and 
Section 5.2). 
(d) Theorem 3 shows that the optimal stopping time given by Theorem 1 is the smallest opti- 
mal stopping time in the family of stopping times along the optimal strategy of Theorem 1. 
In Section 4, we show that the results of Section 3 hold for the extended case with constraints 
similarly under replacement of some notations. In Section 5, we investigate the Markov case, 
and we characterize optimal strategies and stopping times on the basis of Theorems 1 and 2 (see 
Section 5.2). Moreover, we investigate linear programming calculation of optimal strategies and 
stopping times. 
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2. THE OPTIMAL STOPPING PROBLEM 
FOR MULTIARMED BANDIT PROCESSES 
2.1. 
We let d, the number of arms, be a positive integer. In this section, we shall formulate the 
optimal stopping problem for d-armed bandit processes and show fundamental lemmas. This 
paper deals with the case where arms are mutually independent. Therefore, we regard that 
d-armed bandit processes consists of d mutually independent reward processes. First, we shall 
define reward processes, following [5]. 
Let (a, 3, P) denote a probability space. Set the time space by iV = (0, 1,2,. . . }. For each 
armi=l,...,d,P={~}teN denotes an increasing family of completed sub-o-fields of 3 and 
a bounded 3i-adapted process Zi = {.Z’j},e, means a reward process with arm i. Moreover, for 
i = l,..., d, we put u-fields 3jj = Vte~zl and we let Mi denote the family of all P-adapted 
stopping times. Hence, we assume independence of reward processes. 
ASSUMPTION (F). 3,!,! (i = 1,. . . , d) are mutually independent. 
We put its time space T = iVd, a d-parameter process Z(s) = (Z’(sl), . . . , Zd(sd)) and sub-~- 
fields 38 = 3$ V. . . V 3$ for s = (sl, . . , , sd) E T. Let ei denote the ith unit vector in T. Hence, 
we shall define strategies. For s = (sr, . . . , sd) E T, we define a strategy r starting from the state 
where each reward process with arm i has already been selected si times. 
Such a strategy R = {~(t)}te~ = {(r’(t),... ,~~(t))}~e~ is a T-valued stochastic process 
on (52,3) satisfying (2.1)-(2.3): 
7r(O) = s. 
For all t E N, it holds that 7r(t + 1) = r(t) + ei for some i = 1,. . . , d. 
For all t E N and all T E T, it holds that {w(t) = r} E 3,. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Here, ri(t) denotes the number of selection of arm i up to time t and S(s) denotes the family of 
all the strategies starting from s. (These strategies are called optional increasing paths.) Let p, 
a discount rate, be a constant (0 < p < 1). Let 0 be the zero vector in T. For a strategy r E 
S(O), the total expected value of the (d-armed) bandit process based on the strategy ?r (without 
stopping) is defined by 
R” = E c f: Pt Zi(ni(t))(?ri(t + 1) - xi(t)) 1 . (2.4)2 teN i=l 
Next, we formulate the optimal stopping problem for d-armed bandit processes. For s E T and 
a strategy 7r E S(s), {z}te~ denotes the information available at time t corresponding to the 
strategy 7r and Mz denotes the family of all {e}te~- stopping times along the strategy A: 
c = {I E 3 1 l? fl{7r(t) = s’} E 3$1 for s’ E T}, 
M;={T]Nu{ oo va ue random variables satisfying }- 1 d 
(7 = t} fl {r(t) = s’} E 3s~ for t E N and s’ E T}. 
Then for s = (sl,. . . , sd) E T, a strategy ?r E S(s) and a stopping time T E M;, the expected 
value of the bandit process (which is starting from the state where each reward process with 
lThis denotes the smallest sub-a-field containing {< 1 t E IV}. 
2The description (2.4) is equal to the value of the reward process in [5], because here we shift time and take Zi 
to be adapted. 
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arm i has already been selected si times and which is using a strategy ?r and stopped at time 
r - 1) is denoted by 
Vnr(s) = E3S c f: #P 2+ri(t))(7ri(t + 1) - 7?(t)) 1 . (2.5)3 o<t<r i=l 
For s E T and a strategy 7r E S(s), the optimal expected values of the bandit process (starting 
from s and using a strategy r) are defined by 
(2.6) 
Then, for s E T and a strategy r E S(s), the optimal expected values of the optimal stopping 
problem for d-armed bandit processes (starting from s) are defined by 
V**(s) = ess sup,e~(~)V~*(s). 
Here, we have the following lemma regarding the finiteness of stopping times in (2.6). 
LEMMA 1. For s E T and a strategy A E S(s) it holds that 
VT*(S) = ess sUpT~MFv?rT(s). (2.7) 
PROOF. Fix any s E T and any strategy r E S(s). Then we can easily check this lemma, by 
noting that r A t E Mz holds for each stopping time r E Mz and t E N. 
2.2. 
Next, we shall introduce the DA1 in order to analyze the optimal stopping problem for d-armed 
bandit processes. For each arm i = 1, . . . , d the DA1 (for the reward process) with arm i is the 
process ui = {~~(t)}~e~ defined by 
Hence, we define the maximum index. The maximum index is the family of the largest DA1 v = 
{~(s))seT, which is defined by 
4s) = i=pyi(4 for s = (sl,. . . , sd) E T. 
, 1 
cw 
Regarding DAI, the following lemma is well-known. 
LEMMA 2. [5, THEOREM 21. The essential supremum in (2.8) is attained by am: 
P(t) = inf{r 2 t + 1 1 vi(r) 5 d(t)}. (2.10) 
In multiarmed bandit problems, the DAI gives us an optimal strategy. 
LEMMA 3. [5, THEOREMS]. For a strategy x E S(O), 7r is optimal for the d-armed bandit 
problem of (2.4) if and only if r is an index strategy4, i.e., for all t E N 
v(r(t)) = vi(ri(t)) on {x(t + 1) = r(t) + ei} (i = 1,. . . ,d). (2.11) 
3This paper deals with the case without terminal rewards. 
4An index strategy means that we select (the reward process corresponding to) one of the largest dynamic allocation 
indices at every time. 
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3. OPTIMAL STRATEGIES AND OPTIMAL STOPPING TIMES 
3.1. 
In this section, we investigate the optimal stopping problem for d-armed bandit processes and 
give optimal strategies and optimal stopping times for this problem, by the method of embedding 
this problem into a d+l-armed bandit problem. In order to embed this problem into a d+l-armed 
bandit problem, we shall add one more arm 0 to the d-armed bandit process defined in Section 2 
and define an extended d+l-armed bandit process. Let (ZO,.@‘) denote the reward process with 
arm 0 satisfying (i) and (ii): 
(i) ZO(t) = 0 for all t E N, 
(ii) 3c = {J%N is a nondecreasing family of sub-u-fields of 3 such that J$j, (= VtE~c) 
is independent to each a-field 7; (i = 1, . . . , d). 
Therefore, the extended d+l-armed bandit process also satisfies the mutual independence 
of 3i, (i = o,... , d). For the reward processes {(Zi, 3’) ) i = 0,. . . , d}, we shall introduce 
notations of the extended d + l-armed bandit problem. Take its time space Nd+’ and let 0 be 
the zero vector in Nd+‘. We consider a d + l-parameter process ( (Z”(so), . . . , Zd(sd)), J$, . . . , 
3$)(QO,...,&)ENd+l* Strategies for the extended d + l-armed bandit problem are Nd+‘-valued 
processes which is defined in the same manner as those for d-armed bandit problems in Section 2. 
Then we denote the family of all the strategies (for the extended d + l-armed bandit problem) - 
starting from 0 by 3. For a strategy r E 3, we express the total expected value F and the 
optimal expected value ??* of the extended d + l-armed bandit processes by 
2 = E 1 2 Pt Z”(#(t))(ti(t + 1) - ri(t)) , 
telv i=o 1 (3.1) 
and 
77* = sup?. 
XS 
(3.2) 
We define the DA1 Y’ for arm 0 in the same way as (2.8). Hence, it is trivial that v”(t) = 0 for 
all t E N. Moreover, we put the maximum index in arms i = 0,. . . , d by 
o((sO,. . . ) ad)) := i=~la ,v”(si) for (so,. . . , sd) E Nd+‘. 
1 ,..., 
Then the following lemma holds regarding the relation between the optimal stopping problem for 
d-armed bandit processes and the extended d + l-armed bandit problem. 
LEMMA 4. For a strategy ?r E S(0) and a stopping time r E M,“, we define a Nd+‘-valued 
stochastic process T: for t E N, 
T(t) = ((t - T) v 0,7r(t A 7)). (3.3) 
Then (i) and (ii) hold: 
(i) 7T E S, 
(ii) g = EIVnT(0)]. 
PROOF. 
(i) Fix any strategy ?r E S(0) and any stopping time r E M,“. It is sufficient to show that 
the strategy 7i, which is defined by (3.3), satisfies {5(t) = (so, s)} E .?$ V 3$ for all t E N and 
all (s’,s) E N d+l. Fix any t E N and any (so, s) E N x Nd. If so > 0, then {?i(t) = (so, s)}n{t < 
T} is empty. While if so = 0, then {T(t) = ( SO, s)} n {t < T} = {7r(t) = s} f-l {t < T} E F$ v F.q. 
And {T(t) = (so, s)} II {t 2 T} = {T = t - so} f? {T(T) = s} E F$ V 3s. Thus, we obtain (i). 
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(ii) Since ZO(t) = 0 for all t E N, we have 
IF = E 
[ 
c 2 p”(~(t))(~+‘(t) -7?(t)) 
f&v i=o 1 
[ 
s-l d 
= E c c /3t(7Ti(t))(xi+1(t) - n"(t)) 
t=o i=o 1 = E[V”‘(O)]. 
Therefore, we obtain this lemma. 
For a strategy x E S(O), we define a stopping time T” by 
7” = inf{t E IV ) v(7~(t) i 0). (3.4) 
Then regarding the stopping times r”, we have the following properties. 
LEMMA 5. (i) and (ii) hold: 
(i) 7” E MC for each x E S(0). 
(ii) For a strategy ?r E S(O), we define a stopping time TV by (3.4) and we define a strategy ?i 
in the same way as (3.3), replacing r with TV. Then, we have F E s. 
PROOF. (i) is trivial from the definition of rK. (ii) is obtained from (i) and Lemma 4(i). 
3.2. 
Now we shall construct optimal strategies for the extended d + l-armed bandit problem. 
Throughout this paper, we take r*, T”* and 7’ as follows: We take an index strategy ?r* E S(0) 
(for a d- armed bandit problem) and define a stopping time V* by (3.4) with the index strat- 
egy A*. Next, we define a strategy 7* in the same way as (3.3), replacing 7r and T with rr* and 
7”‘) respectively. Then we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6. For afl t E N it holds that P@*(t)) = v(r*(t))~lIt<Tw*), where I denotes the indicator 
function. 
PROOF. We note v'(t) = 0 for all t E N. Fix any t E N. Then since u(w*(t)) > 0 on {t < Y*}, 
we have F@*(t)) = v'(O) V v(r*(t)) = v(r*(t)) on {t < T”*}. Next, since v(w*(T~*)) 5 0, the 
definition of r”* ’ implies D(iT*(t))- = v”(t - rK’) V v(r*(-P’)) = 0 on {t 2 7”‘). Thus, we obtain 
this lemma. 
Hence, we obtain the following property of the strategy in*. 
PROPOSITION 1. The strategy k* is an index strategy for the extended d + l-armed bandit 
problem. 
PROOF. From (3.3) and Lemma 6 and 3, for all t E iV and i = 1,. . . , d, we obtain 
B@*(t)) = v(?r*(t)) = vi(n*i(t)), on {T*(t + 1) --F*(t) = ei} rl {t < 7”‘). 
On the other hand, for all t E N, we have 
v(T*(t)) = 0 = u”(n*O(t)), on {K*(t -I- 1) -r*(t) = ee} n {t 2 7”‘). 
Consequently, 77 is an index strategy for the extended d + l-armed bandit problem. 
Now we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. It holds that 
E[V”‘r*’ (O)] = E[V**(O)] = z*. 
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Therefore, if P{Y’ < co} = 1, then an index strategy ?r* is an optimal strategy and rr* = 
inf{t E N 1 V(T*(t)) 5 0) is an optimal stopping time for the optimal stopping problem for 
d-armed bandit processes. 
REMARK. An optimal stopping time r”* = inf{t E N 1 v(~*(t)) < 0) means that we should 
continue to select on the basis of 7r* and quit this game when all DA1 for each arm become 
nonpositive. 
PROOF. From Proposition 1, f* is an index strategy for the extended d+l-armed bandit problem. 
Moreover, by considering Lemma 3 for the extended d + l-armed bandit problem instead of d- 
armed bandit problems, we obtain that 7i* is an optimal strategy for the extended d + I-armed 
bandit problem. Therefore, we obtain 
x* = 2’. 
(3.5) 
While from Lemma 4, we have 2’ = E(Vn*r”’ (O)] 5 E[V**(O)] 5 ??*. Consequently, this 
inequality and (3.5) complete the proof of this theorem. 
3.3. 
Next, we shall characterize the optimal stopping time ?* = inf{t E N ) y(?r*(t)) 5 0) by 
classical potential theory. We would like to express the optimal stopping time ?* by the sum of 
the optimal stopping times for d one-parameter optimal stopping problems for reward processes. 
Therefore, we shall introduce one-parameter optimal stopping problems for the reward process 
with each arm i. 
Foreacharmi=l,... , d we consider a one-parameter optimal stopping problem for the reward 
process {Zi(t)}te~. For t E N and Fi-adapted stopping times T (7 2 t) we define the expected 
value Vi’(t) (from time t to time r - 1) of the reward process with arm i by 
(3.6) 
where in (3.6), we define that the sum takes zero if T = t. Then for t E N we define the optimal 
expected value V”*(t) of the reward process with arm i by 
Vi*(t) = ess sup,sM,: TLtVi7(t). (3.7) 
Hence, for i(= 1, . . . , d) we put an Fi-adapted stopping time of by 
of = inf{t E N ) V”*(t) = 0). 
Then the following lemma is well-known (see [S]). 
LEMMA 7. If P{af < CXI} = 1, then of is the smallest optimal stopping time for (3.7). 
Moreover, we have the following relation between the optimal expected value V”*(t) and the 
DA1 vi(t) with arm i. 
LEMMA 8. For t E N and i = 1,. . . , d, we have (i) and (ii): 
(i) V;*(t) 2 0, 
(ii) {d(t) 5 0) = (Vi*(t) = 0). 
PROOF. 
(i) is triviaI, since Vi*(t) 2 Vi”(t) = 0 for every t E N and i = 1, . . . , d. 
(ii) Fix any t E N and i = 1, . . . > d. Then for all F$-adapted stopping times r (r 2 t + I)$ we 
have 
0 2 vi(t) 2 v”‘(t) 
EF; p_; PI ’ On G-w < O). 
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Therefore, we obtain {V”*(t) 5 0) > {vi(t) I 0). Together with (i), this follows that 
{Vi*(t) = 0) > {vi(t) < 0). The reverse inclusion is obtained similarly. Therefore, (ii) 
holds. 
Hence, we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Concerning the relation between the optima1 stopping time r”’ of the optimal 
stopping problem for d-armed bandit processes and the optimal stopping times ut of independent 
optimal stopping problems (i = 1, . . . , d), (i)-(iii) hold: 
(i) 0: = inf{t E N 1 vi(t) 5 0) = T*~(T”*) for all i = 1,. . . , d, 
(ii) 9* = CL1 of, 
(iii) P{T* < 03) = l-g, P{al < co}. 
REMARK. 
(a) Concerning the condition P{Y* < co} = 1 in Theorem 1, Theorem 2(iii) gives a necessary 
and sufficient condition P{crf < co} = 1 for all i = (1, . . . , d), which is from one-parameter 
stopping problems (3.7) for i = (1,. . . , d) (see Section 5.2). 
(b) Theorem 2(ii) shows that in order to calculate the optimal stopping time it is also sufficient 
to solve individually d one-parameter optimal stopping problems (3.7) (see Section 5.3). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. (i)Fixanyi =l,. . . ,d. Set pi = inf(t E N 1 vi(r*(t)) 5 0). Then, we 
have 
pi I inf{t E N 1 ~(7r*(t)) IO} = 7”*. 
Hence, for all t E N, it holds that 
v(?r*(t)) > 0 2 I.+*(/+)), on {pi 5 t < I-“‘}. 
This shows that the arm i is not selected at any time t on {pi I t < 7”‘). Therefore, we obtain 
7r*+q = 7T”i(pi). (3.8) 
On the other hand, by using Assumption (F) and Lemma 8, we obtain 
?r*‘(#) = a*i(inf{t E N 1 zl(n*(t)) 5 0)) 
= inf{7r*i(t) 1 vi(7r*i(t)) 6 0) 
= inf{r E N I vi(r) IO} 
= 
i 
0,. (3.9) 
Together with (3.8), we obtain (i), (ii) and (iii) are trivial from (i). Thus, this theorem holds. 
3.4. 
Finally, we shall show that T”’ is the smallest optimal stopping time in the family M,“* of all 
{3?’ 1 terv-stopping times along A*. For an index strategy X* E S(O), we define a one-parameter 
process {Y,, q’}tE~ along the strategy X* and its Sell’s envelope by 
r-1 d 
Y, = c c &z-i(7r*i(r))(a*“(r + 1) - 7r*$-)), 
t=o i=l 
for t E N, (3.10) 
Y; = ess SU~,~~,-*:~@~~’ [Kl, for t E N. (3.11) 
Therefore, we consider a one-parameter optimal stopping problem: 
To find stopping times 7 E M$* maximizing E[Y,]. (3.12) 
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Then we have the following results concerning the smallest of optimal stopping time r*’ . 
THEOREM 3. The optimal stopping time rr * is the smallest optimal stopping time in the fam- 
ily M;’ of stopping times along an index (i.e., optimal) strategy r*. 
PROOF. It is well-known (see [S]) that the smallest optimal stopping time for the optimal stopping 
problem (3.12) is inf{t E N 1 yt* = Yt} (say p). Since Theorem 1 implies that ra* is an optimal 
stopping time for the optimal stopping problem (3.12), we have 
f&7=*. (3.13) 
On the other hand, following Lemma 2, for t E N and i = 1,. . . , d, we define stopping times 8(t) 
and #(t) as follows: for each s = (si , . . . , d) E T 
gi(t) = inf{r 2 si + 1 ] vi(r) < vi(#)}, on {7r*(t) = s}, (3.14) 
and 
P(t) = t + C+(t) - 2, on {w*(t) = s}. (3.15) 
Hence, fix any t E N and i = 1, . . . , d. Since ?r* is an index strategy, the arm i is selected at 
every time r on {r*(t + 1) - r*(t) = ei} n {Gus 5 r < oi(t)}. Therefore, we have ri(t) E M,“’ 
and then together with Lemma 2 and Assumption (F), we obtain 
E3s [,,)-’ ‘& p’zi(?r*i(r))(n*i(r + 1) - n*i(r))] 
E38 [c;“;‘-’ p] 
= 
E3a [,,,j-’ p’ zi (T)] 
= Yi(Si) = v(s) > 0 
on {r*(t + 1) - r*(t) = ei} n {t < TV’} n {r*(t) = s} for all s = (si,. . . ,sd) E T. So we have 
Yt* - Yt 2 E 3:’ 
[’ 
+E1 2 p’ z+r*i(r))(n*i(r + 1) - ?r*$)) > 0 
7-d i=l 1 
on {7r*(t+l)-7r*(t) = ei}fl{t < 9* }. Since this inequality holds for each i = 1, . . . , d and t E N, 
we obtain 
Y,*>Yton{t<rA*}, for all t E N. 
Together with (3.13) and the definition of p, we obtain r”* = p. Thus, we obtain this theorem. 
4. THE EXTENDED CASE WITH TIME CONSTRAINTS 
We shall investigate the extended case with time constraints, referring [9]. Let Ci be a random 
subset of N U (00) satisfying {t E d} E e for all t E N. (This is called a random stopping 
set in [9].) Here, C” denotes a time constraint in which we must stop the reward process with 
arm i(= 1,. . . , d). Then c&(t) = inf{r 2 t 1 r E Ci} denotes the smallest time at which we must 
stop the reward process with arm i (in Markov case, a& may be represented by the entry time 
to a state constraint in which we must stop the reward process with arm i (see [9]). Hence, we 
introduce the following time constraints. 
TIME CONSTRAINT (C) . We can not select the arm i any more after the time as(t). 
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Under Time Constraint (C), we deal with d-armed bandit problems to maximize the values 
defined as (2.4). Hence in order to analyze the d-armed bandit problems with time constraints 
we introduce the DA1 with time constraints and its maximum index: 
and 
for s = (si, . . . ,&) E T. (4.2) 
Next, we define a stopping time 7&(t): 
7&(t) inf{r 2 t + 1 1 v&(r) 2 v&(t)}, if t 4 Ci := 
0 otherwise. 
(4.3) 
Then we have the following results. 
LEMMA 9. The following (i) and (ii) hold: 
(i) t 5 T&(t) 5 c+(t) a.s. for evefy t $ Ci. 
(ii) +(t)=w fO*c?VeIyt$!Ci. 
THEOREM 4. For a strategy A E S(O), 7r is optimal for the multi-armed bandit problem with 
time constraints if and only if r satisfies that for all t E N it holds that 
vc(7r(t)) = v&(7ri(t))on {7r(t + 1) = 7r(t) + ei) for some i = 1,. . . , d. (4.4) 
Under Time Constraint (C), we may also deal with the optimal stopping problem for d-armed 
bandit processes by similar approach to Section 3. Then owing to Theorem 4 we may develop the 
same arguments as Section 3. Consequently, we see that Theorems l-3 still hold, by replacing 
DA1 vi and index strategies +’ with u& and strategies satisfying (4.4), respectively. 
5. THE MARKOV CASE AND LINEAR PROGRAMMING 
5.1. 
In this section, we shall formulate and investigate the Markov case of Section 3. For arms 
i=l , . . . , d let (sZi, P, Pi) denote probability spaces and let Xi = (Xf, E, &=N denote ho 
mogeneous Markov chains, which are mutually independent, with the state space Ei. Next, 
we introduce a d-parameter process by their products. Set its time space T = Nd, its path 
space fi = n$, Ri and its state space E = nf=, Ei. Then, we define a d-parameter Markov 
process X with the state space E and its u-fields by 
x = (&)SET = (X,ll,. . , X$),=(,1 (...( &)ET, 
3, =3,‘1@**@3$, fors=(sl,...,sd)ET. 
Then Assumption (F) is satisfied. Hence, E5 denotes the expectation induced by the probability 
measure P = nf=, Pi with an initial state z E E, and for arm i(= 1,. . . , d) E”’ denotes the 
expectation induced by the probability measure Pi with an initial state xi E Ei. For arm 
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i(= 1,. . . ) d) let fi be a bounded measurable function on Ei. Then a reward process with arm i 
is given by 
.zi = {q&N = {fi(X&EN. 
Moreover, we express strategies and stopping times in the same manner as in Section 2. Now, 
the expected value function on E (for a strategy n E S(0) and a stopping time 7 E MC*) and 
the optimal value function are denoted by 
.[ 
7-I d 
V"'(x) = E" c c Pt fi(X;i,,,)(~~(t + 1) - #(t)) , 
t=O i=l 1 
and 
v**(x) = sup v=r(x), for 2 = (xl,...,xd) E E. 
s~S(0),~~M~‘:P~{r<oo}=l 
Next, the DA1 function with arm i(= 1,. . . , d) and the maximum index function are expressed 
&+) = sup 
Exi [C;:; P’ f”(X;)] 
for xi E Ei, (5.1) 
r~M’:s>l E"' [c:I,' /3'-] ' 
and 
4x> = i_y2F d&39 for x = (x’ ,...,xd) EE. 
- ? , ., 
(5.2) 
Hence, for arm i = (1, . . . ,d) the optimal value function on Ei of the reward process with arm i 
and its optimal stopping time are 
Vi*(xi) = sup E"' 
TEM’ 
E/Y~(x~)], forxi E Ei, (5.3) 
0f =inf{t E iV ) Vi*(Xi) = 0). (5.4) 
Now an index strategy ?T* E S(0) is represented by the following. For each t E N, x* satisfies 
V(X,.(,)) = “i(x:*q,)) on {7r*(t + 1) = 7r*(t) + ei}, for some i = 1, . . . , d. 
Then the smallest optimal stopping time 7”. given at the beginning of Section 3.2 is 
7 K* = inf{t E N 1 v(X,.(~J) 5 0). 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
REMARK. In the extended case of time constraints, the time a&(O) (of Section 4) which is ex- 
pressed by the entry time to a state constraint to stop the reward process with arm i (see [9]). 
Therefore, we put g,& = inf{t E N ) X,i E C”}, where a Bore1 subset Ci of Ei denotes a stop con- 
straint. Then by replacing (5.1) and (5.2) respectively with the following (i) and (ii): if x $ Ci, 
then we put 
(ii) w(x) = mmi=i,2 ,..., d&xi), L for x = ixl, .. . , xd) E E. 
We may express an index strategy T of (5.5) and an optimal stopping time V* of (5.6) similarly. 
Then the optimal value function (5.3) of the reward process with arm i is given by 
sup EX~ r2-l .,,,,I , for xi E Ei. 
TEM’ 
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5.2. 
We shall investigate the results of Section 3 in the Markov case and illustrate the optimal 
strategies r* and the optimal stopping times TV* more explicitly. Set a Bore1 subset Bi = {xi E 
Ei 1 Vi*(zi) = 0) for arm i = 1,. . . , d. From Lemma 8, we obtain 
Bi = {xi E Ei 1 Vi*@) = 0) = {xi E Ei 1 vi(xi) < 0}, for arm i = l,...,d. (5.7) 
We call Bi the optimal stopping region for one-parameter stopping problem (5.3) for i = (1, . . . , d) 
since of = inf{t E N 1 Xf E Bi}. Hence, we put B = flf=, Bi and then we obtain 
B = {x E E ( V**(x) = 0) = {x E E I v(x) 5 0). (5.8) 
We call B the optimal stopping region for the optimal stopping problem for d-armed bandit 
processes. Then Theorem 2 are described as follows: 
01 = inf{t E N I Xi E Bi} = T*~(T~*), foreveryarmi=l,...,d. (5.9) 
d 
7 
r’ = c crf = inf{t E N I X,.(t) E B}. 
i=l 
d 
P(4 < co} = n P{ci < co}. 
i=l 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
Hence, on the basis of the results of Theorem 1 and 2, we obtain the following characterization 
of optimal strategies and stopping times. 
CHARACTERIZATION (C). We should continue to select one of the largest DA1 in all arms at 
every time (i.e., on every state, since index strategies are stationary in Markov case) (see (5.5) 
and Theorem 1). If the reward process Xi with an arm i entries the optimal stopping region Bi 
of (5.7), then we should not select the arm i any more (see (5.9)). Finally, we should quit this 
game when all reward processes X entry the optimal stopping region B of (5.8) (see (5.10) and 
Figure 1). Moreover, T” * is the smallest optimal stopping time in the family Mg* of stopping 
times along the optimal strategy 7r* (see Theorem 3). The condition P{T-“* < co} = 1 is 
equivalent to the condition P{uf < co} = 1 for all i(= 1,. . . , d). Concerning this condition we 
may refer to [lo], since it is not essential that reward processes (5.3) are bounded from below. 
arm 2 
arm 1 
Figure 1 
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5.3. 
We shall investigate the LP calculation of optimal strategies and optimal stopping times. From 
Characterization (C), we see that in order to solve the optimal stopping problem for d-armed 
bandit processes it is sufficient to calculate the DA1 vi (i = 1, . . . , d) and the optimal stopping 
regions Bi (i = 1 , . . . , d). The LP calculation of the optimal stopping regions Bi is well-known in 
one-parameter optimal stopping problems (see [ll]). Next, we shall investigate the LP calculation 
of the DA1 V& with boundary constraints more generally than the DA1 vi. Following [7], we shall 
investigate LP to calculate the DA1 with time constraints when the state space is finite. Here, we 
deal with the time & (of Section 4), which is expressed by the entry time to a state constraint 
to stop the reward process with arm i (see [9]). M oreover, we fix an arm number i and we 
concentrate on only the reward process with arm i. Therefore, in the rest of this section we shall 
omit the arm number i for simplicity. 
For one reward process, we let the finite state space E = {z(l), zc2), . . . , dn)} and we put a state 
constraint C = {zcm+l), zcmf2), . . . , dn)} (m 5 n). p(i 1 j) denotes the transition probability 
from a state zci) to a state z(j) for i, j = 1,. . . , n. We put f(j) = f(&)) for j = 1,. . . , n. Then, 
we have 
Pf(z’i’) = E”(8) [f(X,)] = 2 p(i 1 j)f’j’, 
j=l 
for i = 1,. . . ,n. 
Hence, for i = 1, . . . , n and real numbers M, we set optimal values V$’ by (5.12) and we set the 
DA1 with a state constraint by v$‘: 
T/kc-1 
vi) = sup E”(Z) 
c P’f(X,) +PTAuCM . 
TEM r=o 1 (5.12) 
Then we can easily check that for any constant M and any i = 1,. . . , n, the following (5.13) 
and (5.14) are equivalent: 
v;’ 5 (1 - P)M, (5.13) 
Vi’ 5 M. (5.14) 
Now in order to calculate the optimal values Vi’ of one-parameter optimal stopping prob- 
lem (5.12), we consider the following LP. 
LP P(M). Min Cj”=, U(j) such that 
(i) Uti) - p Cj”=, p(i 1 j)W) 2 fci) for all i = 1,. . . , m; 
(ii) Uci) 2 M for all i = 1,. . . , m; 
(iii) Uci) = M for all i = m + 1,. . . , n. 
We can easily check the following lemma, by noting that {Vi’ 1 j = 1,. . . , m} is the smallest 
P-superharmonic majorant of a constant function M. 
LEMMA 10. LP P(M) has solutions {V$’ 1 j = 1,. . . ,n}. 
THEOREM 5. For each k = 1, . . . , m, LP Pck) has optimal solutions {V_’ 1 j = 1,. . . , n; M} 
satisfying the following (i) and (ii): 
(i) U(“) = 0. 
(ii) M = V$). 
REMARK. Then we obtain z$’ = (1 - P)M. 
PROOF. By modifying LP P(M), we obtain the following LP. 
alliE{l,...,rn}-{k}; 
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LP Pck) (Ic = 1,. . . , m). Min c& U(j) + mM such that 
(i) Uci) + A4 - /3 Cj”=, p(i 1 j)(N) + M) 1 fti), for 
(ii) M - p Cj”=, p(lc / j)(N) + M) 1 ftk)- , 
(iii) U(i)=O,foralli=m+l,...,n. 
Then we obtain this theorem in the similar way to [7], 
relation between (5.13) and (5.14). 
by using Lemma 4 and the equivalent 
APPENDIX 
The following lemmas are used in Theorem 4 of Section 4. Let (h,G,P) denote a probabil- 
ity space and let {Qt}tE~ be an increasing family of sub-a-fields of Q. Let 7 be the family 
of all {Gt}tEN-stopping times. Let {Y(t)}te~ be a bounded {&}tcN-adapted process satisfy- 
ing E [C&v IY(7’)II < 03. By considering sets I’(t) = {U 2 t} CI {EGt [x:1: a(~-) Y(T)] > 0) 
(t E N), we can easily check the following lemmas in the same line as [4,Appendix B]. 
LEMMA 11. Let {cY(~)}~~N be an {Gt}teN-adapted process satisfying 1 2 a(t) 2 a(t + 1) > 0 
a.s., for all t E N. For u E I, it holds that 
E”” E a(r)Y(r)] I a(O)ess sup,ET E’” rgl Y(T)] . (6.1) 
LEMMA 12. Let {p(t)} tag be an {&}tcN-adapted process satisfying 0 5 p(t) 5 ,B(t + 1) 5 1 
a.s., for all t E N and let u E 1. If there exists a stopping time -r* E 7 satisfying that T* I u 
a.s., and that 
T.-l 
,?#?“O c Y(r) = ess sup,~~E~” c Y(r) . 
[ 1 
TAU-1 
r=o [ 1 (6.2) 9-O 
Then it holds that 
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